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was to be integrated with that of SPRI under Dr.
Gordon Robin, a similar but more extensive ice-
thickness survey of a large portion of Antarctica. A
series of flight lines was proposed which, it was be-
lieved, would cover the area and result in a maxi-
mum of data. Flight time allocated for this project
was 100 hours.

The Texas Technological University party, which
included geologists Wade and Wilbanks and geo-
physicist Lawrence D. Osborn, arrived at McMurdo
Station on November 1, 1969. The program was
plagued with delays caused by installation troubles,
poor flying weather, radio blackouts, and equipment
failures. The first check-out flight was made on De-
cember 9. Three successful or partly successful
flights (see map) were made to Marie Byrd Land on
December 18, 20, and 22. The total flying time was
26 hours, 10 minutes. The data obtained are being
processed at the Scott Polar Research Institute.

During the interval November 1—December 5, the
three-man party took advantage of the time avail-
able to become familiar with the basement complex
in the Marble Point and Taylor Valley areas.

Electromagnetic Sounding at
Byrd Station

JOHN W. CLOUGH and CHARLES R. BENTLEY

Department of Geology and Geophysics
University of Wisconsin

Electromagnetic echoes from interfaces within the
antarctic ice sheet are commonly observed. Propa-
gation-velocity measurements in East Antarctica uti-
lizing wide-angle reflections from these interfaces
(Clough and Bentley, 1970) have suggested the need
for reducing the distance between transmitter and
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receiver. To evaluate this approach, detailed wide-
angle reflection profiles were obtained during the
1969-4970 summer field season near Byrd Station,
where vertical echoes occur from several depths to
about 1,000 m, and where correlation may be pos-
sible with features in the ice cores taken from the
deep-drill hole.

The reflection measurements comprised a com-
mon-reflection-point profile 1,300 in and single-
ended profiles 700 to 800 m long, the latter taken in
opposite directions from the center of the longer
profile. Photographic records were made at 2-rn
intervals along each profile. With this close spac-
ing, it should be possible to examine the horizontal
continuity and dip of the reflecting interfaces, and
to improve the correlation of echoes from the same
interface, thus improving the accuracy of the ve-
locity determinations.

In addition, travel-time profiles were made for
waves traveling one-way paths from a transmitter
on the surface to receivers placed approximately 42
and 21 m below the surface in the "lead mine."
These profiles should yield velocities through the
upper snow layers, and should record the occur-
rence of electromagnetic wave propagation along
the surface at the free-space velocity. The travel-
time plot for one of these profiles (see figure) shows
the direct wave (equivalent to half a wide-angle
reflection) at transmitter-receiver spacings of less
than 90 m, and a probable "refracted arrival"
through the air at greater distances.
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